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Abstract— The emergence of peer-to-peer networks over the
last decade has changed user’s perspective about information
available on the Web. But, with thousand of nodes joining and
leaving a peer-to-peer network within a shor t span of t ime, it
has become practically impossible for a node (or peer) to keep
track of complete network. Often times, however, a node needs
to at least have an estimate of number of nodes in such a
network. For example, in determining time-to-live for a search
query packet, a node must have a good estimate of network size.
Previousdeterministic approaches require a completewalk on the
network, since such networks usually lack a central author ity.
Such approaches hencedo not scale well to large networks. A few
approaches, which collect par tial information about the network,
have been proposed as an alternative to address the scalabili ty
issues. This paper presents a novel approach for size estimation
of a peer-to-peer network. The basic idea is to sample nodes
in the network and then using this par tial information about
the network, an estimate of the network size is obtained using
capture-recapture method. The capture-recapture method is a
statistical method, which has been widely used for estimation of
size of a closed population in oceanography and epidemiology.
For a better estimate, the capture-recapture method requires
two or more random (independent) samplings (sets of detected
nodes) of the network. In our case, for independent sampling, we
use random walks on the peer-to-peer network, since a random
walk can achieve same statistical properties as independent
samplings for a peer-to-peer network (see Gkantsidis et al [1]).
Experimental results show that the proposed random walk based
capture-recapture approach gives a good estimate of network
size. In addition, results of using proposed method as well as
three other size estimation methods on scale-free and random
networks shows that the former algor ithm gives a better estimate
(lesser error) with a slight overhead on computation. This
research motivates fur ther study of estimation techniques for
open networks (i.e. networks whose size changes dur ing the
estimation process).

Index Terms— Peer-to-peer network, network size, capture-
recapture method, random walk.

I . INTRODUCTION

The emergence of peer-to-peer over last decade has revo-
lutionized the world of computer networks. With peer-to-peer
networks having thousands of nodes (also called “peer” ), the
task of keeping track of sizeof the network is becoming more
complex and challenging. However, a node in such a network
often needs to know, at least approximately, the total number
of nodes in the network. For example, to search whether a
particular peer is present in the network, a node needs to
send a query message into the network and wait for a query
reply message. To set an appropriate time-to-live for such a
query message and/or an appropriate time-out for query reply,

the node needs to know the approximate size of network.
Thus, an estimate of network size of the peer-to-peer network
is useful. Network size estimate is also required for several
other applications like for setting the size of routing tables
in overlays, to decide subgroup sizes and to collect network
statistics. Deterministic estimation of size of a peer-to-peer
network is achieved by sending out broadcast packets that
collect information about complete network. However, this
method is practically not feasible for large-scale networks as
the communication as well as time overheads are extremely
large. In addition, the dynamic nature of peer-to-peer network
(since nodes join and leave the network frequently) makes
it difficult to do a complete walk on the network within a
short time interval. The dynamic nature of the network also
necessitates that a node must estimate size of the network
frequently. Thus, the main problem of interest in this paper is
to efficiently obtain a goodestimate of network size.

In this paper, we addressthe problem of estimating the size
of a peer-to-peer network using partial information about the
network. The capture-recapturemethodis used successfully to
estimate size of a closed population (i.e. a population whose
size does not change during the estimation process) in many
research fields like oceanography (e.g. to estimate number of
fish) and epidemiology (e.g. to estimate size of patient groups
in a population). This statistical method requires two or more
samplings of the population. The individuals detected in these
samplings are cross-tabulated and then an estimate of the
population size is obtained using ML-estimation techniques
(if independenceholdsamongsamplings) or log-linear models
(otherwise). The former is a simpler method while the latter
is computation intensive modeling technique. The capture-
recapture method gives a goodestimate using ML-estimation
technique if the samplings are random (independent of each
other). Gkantsidis et al showed in their work [1] that a
random walk on a peer-to-peer network can achieve same
statistical properties as independent sampling of nodes in the
network. This motivates us to use random walks on a peer-
to-peer network for sampling in our capture-recapture based
approach. Simulation results using such a combined approach
using random walks and capture-recapture shows that a good
estimate of network size can be obtained with reasonably less
amount of communication overhead. Since the random walk
is carried out for a fixed number of steps, we also study the
effect of thenumber of hopsof a random walk on the accuracy
of size estimate. It is found that the estimate stabili zes to



approximately the network size after a threshold value for
time-to-live. In addition, the effect of different parameters of
network topology like preferential connectivity and number
of neighbors of a node on the accuracy of estimate is also
studied. We simulate threeother size estimation methods and
observe that the proposed approach performs as well as, or is
some casesbetter than, other size-estimationmethodsonscale-
freenetworks (Barabási-Albert model) and random networks
(Waxman model).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 gives a background of related work for the problem of
estimation of network size. Section 3 formally defines the
problem of estimating size of a peer-to-peer network and
then explains the theory behind techniques used in this paper,
namely, capture-recapture method and random walk on peer-
to-peer network. Section 4 first explains the proposed random
walk-based capture-recapture algorithm for estimating size of
a peer-to-peer network, then ill ustrates an example and finally
analyzes the time complexity of algorithm. Section 5 shows
simulation results of proposed approach and three other size
estimation techniques on two network topologies. Section 6
summarizes the conclusions and provides future directions for
research.

II . RELATED WORK

One deterministic approach to determine the size of a peer-
to-peer network is to gather information about entire network
by sending broadcast messages. Though such an approach
gives exact size of the network, it does not scale well to very
large networks. In addition, the overhead of communication
costs as well as time required to gather information are too
high. A few other approaches have been proposed previously
to estimate the size of peer-to-peer networks, most of which
use the partial information collected about the network to
estimate the sizeof network. Horowitz and Malkhi [2] propose
a ring-based algorithm for size estimation, which requires a
logical ring to be maintained among the existing processes in
the system. Bawa et al [3] propose threedifferent approaches
for network size estimation. The first, called “Randomized
Report” , is a broadcast protocol except that when a node
receivesthebroadcast message, it may reply back to thesender
(sourcenode) with aprobabilit y p. If sender (of broadcast) sees
k replies in a time interval ∆T (starting from the broadcast
time), then this approach estimates the size of network as
k/p. The second one is a “Birthday Paradox”-based approach
for size estimation where the algorithm keeps sampling nodes
randomly until a node is sampled twicefor the first time. If Xr

is the total number of nodes sampled, then the estimate of size
of thenetwork is (X2

r /2). The third approach, called “Random
Increasing Walks” , is based on a random walk, which always
goes from a node with lower identifier to a node with higher
identifier until the walk cannot go further. The length of walk
is determined as l and averaged over a number of such walks
as l̃. The network size is estimated as el̃. Dimitrios et al. [4]
also propose two methods for estimating size of distributed
systems based on gossip protocols. The first approach, called

“Hops-sampling” , is similar to the approach proposed byBawa
et al. It estimates the network size using Birthday Paradox
and gossip algorithm. The other approach is called “ Interval
density” . In this approach, each process identifier is hashed
to a value in the range [0,1]. The total number of processes
is estimated based on the number of processes identifiers that
hash to a sub-interval of [0,1], assuming a uniform distribution
for process identifiers. The latter approach requires a central
authority which assigns node identifiers to nodes and hence is
difficult to implement in a peer-to-peer network.

III . SIZE ESTIMATION OF A PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK :
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Before proceeding further, we formally define the problem
and explain the statistical theory behind the techniques used
in the approach proposed in this paper.

A. Problem statement

Estimating the size of a peer-to-peer network is necessary
for numerous applications like determining the size of routing
tables and collecting network statistics. However, traditional,
deterministic broadcast methods do not scale to large net-
works. Hence, this paper proposes a method to efficiently
estimatenetwork sizeusing partial informationcollected about
the network. The main problem thus addressed by this paper
is – “ How can a node in a peer-to-peer network obtain an
accurate estimate of size of the network efficiently ?”

B. Capture-recapture method

To address the defined problem, we will present a novel
approach for size estimation based on the capture-recapture
method. This is a statistical technique which is widely em-
ployed in different research fields of like oceanography and
epidemiology. It is used to estimate the size of closed popula-
tions. Themethodwas initially used byLaplaceto estimate the
population of France in 1786. Later, in 1896, Petersen used it
to estimate the harvestable stocks of Danish fish populations.
In recent times, this method has been used effectively to
estimate the size of patient groups among a defined human
population.

1) The Approach: The basic capture-recapture method(see
Darroch [5]) is based on a “two-sample model” . It involves
an initial random sampling of the population, marking the
samples, releasing the marked samples back into the popu-
lation and then recapturing another sample randomly from the
population. Based on the number of individuals captures in
both samples, it is possible to estimate the total population.
Thismethodcan also be extended to allow multiplesamplings.

An example of estimation of fish in a pond using capture-
recapture method is now ill ustrated (refer to figure 1). In the
first step, called “capture step” , a random sample of fish is
caught from the pond, as shown in subfigure 1(a). Let N1 be
the number of fish caught in this first sampling. These fish are
marked and then set freeinto the pond. The fish are allowed to
mix for some time (to reducedependencebetween samplings).
In the second step, called “ recapture step” , again a random



Fig. 1. Capture-recapture method for estimating fish in a pond.

TABLE I

CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TWO-SAMPLE CAPTURE-RECAPTURE METHOD

Capture step

1 0

Recapture 1 n11 n01 N2

step 0 n10 n00

N1 N

sample of fish is caught from the pond and let N2 be the
number of fish captured in this step. This is shown in subfigure
1(b). Let n11 be number of marked fish caught in secondstep.
Assuming that the fish population in pondremains constant
during the estimation process as well as the two samplings
are independent of each other, then the number of marked fish
n11 captured in the second step (recapture step) will follow a
hypergeometric distribution.

The fish captured in the two steps are cross-tabulated in a
2x2contingency table, as shown in table I. Each cell represents
the number of fish caught (or not caught) in each of the two
steps. Thus, for a cell count nij , the first subscript i = 1
(i = 0) represents fish are caught (not caught) in capture step
while the second subscript j = 1 (j = 0) represents fish are
caught (not caught) in recapture step. Thus, n10 is the number
of fish captured only in capture step and n01 is the number of
fish captured only in recapture step. Also, n00 is the number
of fish not captured in either of the two steps. The sum of all
the cells in the table (N ) is the total number of fish in the
pond.

If the capture and recapture steps are independent of each
other, then the probabilit y of a fish being captured in both cap-
ture and recapture steps is the product of respective individual
probabiliti es for the fish.

Pr((capture = 1) AND (recapture = 1))

= Pr(capture = 1) × Pr(recapture = 1)

=
N1

N
×

N2

N

(1)

But, from the table I, we have

Pr((capture = 1) AND (recapture = 1)) =
n11

N
(2)

Hence, using eq.1 and eq.2,

n11

N
=

N1

N

N2

N

∴ N =
N1 × N2

n11

(3)

This equation gives the ML-estimate of total number of
fish in the pond(similar to Goldberg and Wittes [6]). In case
independence does not hold among cell frequencies in table
I, then log-linear modeling techniques can be used to model
the cell frequencies. Using the best-fit log-linear model for
contingency table, an estimate for total number of fish in the
pondis obtained (for more information on log-linear models,
seeKnoke and Burke [7]).

In capture-recapture method, the following assumptions are
usually assumed to hold –

(i) The population of fish is closed i.e. there is not change
in the population during estimation.

(ii ) There are no loss of tags (individuals can be matched
from capture to recapture).

(iii ) For each step, each individual has equal chance of
being in the sample.

2) Application of capture-recapture method to peer-to-peer
network: The method of estimation of fish is applied to the
peer-to-peer networks to estimate size of the network. The
nodes in a peer-to-peer network are analogous to fish in pond
and a sampling of population is analogous to a randomly
detected set of nodes (or peers) in the network. Thus, for a
two-sample strategy, two independent samplings are obtained
of peer-to-peer network. Knowing which nodes have been
captured in each of the two samples, an estimate of the total
number of nodes in the network is obtained using eq.3.

In order to accommodate the case where there are no
common nodes between the capture and recapture steps, we
approximate the eq.3, similar to Petersen’s approach [8], as
below –

∴ N =
(N1 + 1) × (N2 + 1)

(n11 + 1)
(4)

C. Sampling using Random Walks

For using capture-recapture method to estimate size of a
peer-to-peer network, a methodis required to sample nodes in
the network. Such a methodmust give independent samplings
of nodes while allowing for efficient implementation. In this
paper, we use random walks for sampling of nodes in the
network, as explained further.

A random walk (also known as “ drunkard’s walk” ) is
formally defined as a sequenceof successive steps on a graph
with each step taken along a random direction. Such a walk
does not have history, i.e. the next step taken depends only
on the walker’s current position. Thus, a random walk has 1st

order Markov property. The simplest random walk is a path
constructed assuming the following conditions – (i) there is a
starting point, (ii ) the distance from one point in the path to
the next is a constant, and (iii ) the direction from one point in



the path to the next is chosen at random, and no direction is
moreprobable than another. Random walk on graphs isa well -
researched field of study with a wide range of applications in
areas like physics and economics. Lovász [9] provides a nice
survey of random walks on graphs.

Gkantsidis et al, in their paper [1], showed that for a peer-
to-peer network, (i) a random walk is an excellent candidate
to simulate sampling of peer-to-peer networks, and (ii ) the
number of simulation steps required can be as low as number
of samples in independent uniform sampling. Thus, they show
that the nodes chosen in a random walk on peer-to-peer
network can achieve same statistical properties as independent
sampling of nodes from the network. This motivates us to use
random walks for sampling nodes in a peer-to-peer network. If
S is a node which wants to estimate the size of the network,
we use two separate random walks from the same starting
node S to sample nodes in the peer-to-peer network. Then,
cross-tabulating the nodes sampled in two random walks as
shown in Table I, we estimate the total number of nodes in
the network.

IV. RANDOM WALK-BASED CAPTURE-RECAPTURE

APPROACH (CR)

A. Algorithm

A node that needs to estimate size of the network is called
“ source node” . All remaining nodes in network are called
“ non-sourcenodes” . Thesourcenode actsas the start nodefor
random walks in both capture and recapture steps. In capture
step, the sourcenodesendsout amessage(called “ gossip mes-
sage” or just “ gossip” 1) to a randomly selected subset of its
neighbors. Each neighbor uponreceiving the gossip forwards
it to a randomly selected subset of its neighbors, provided that
the time-to-liveof gossip is greater than zero. The time-to-live
for a gossip message is defined as the number of hops that a
gossip message can traverse further into a network from the
current node. If time-to-liveof gossip becomes zero, the node
builds a “ gossip-reply” message which contains the list of
nodes traversed by the gossip. It then sends that gossip-reply
messageto sourcenode alongthesamepath (backwards) along
which the gossip traveled. The source node, upon receiving
the gossip-reply message, retrieves the nodes alongwhich the
gossip traveled. The source node waits for a time (2*time-to-
live) before compili ng the set of all nodes detected in capture
step. This procedure is similarly repeated from same source
node for the recapture step and the set of nodes detected is
determined. An estimate of number of nodes in the network
is then made using the nodes detected in these capture and
recapture steps.

The algorithms 1 and 2 are implemented at each node of
the network. For sampling, the two algorithms together enable
sampling of the network. The algorithm 1 is used by a node
which acts as source node while the algorithm 2 is used by

1It is similar to a gossip spreading randomly in a network [10]. But, unlike
the latter case, here the gossip is constrained in terms of how far (number of
hops) it can spread.

Algor ithm 1 CR algorithm for source node
Pseudo-code:

1. Create agossip message m, and add the source node to
traversed path li st in m.

2. For each node in a randomly selected set of neighbors,
3. Send gossip m to neighbor.
4. End For
5. Wait for incoming messages.
6. I f (received message m′ is a gossip or gossip-reply

message)
7. Store nodes in traversed path in message m′.
8. End I f

Algor ithm 2 CR algorithm for non-source node
Pseudo-code:

1. Wait for incoming messages.
2. I f (received message m, is a gossip message)
3. Add node to the traversed path of the m.
4. Decrement time-to-live of m.
5. I f ((m wasn’ t previously received and its time-to-live

is Zero) or (number of neighbors is 1))
6. Create agossip-reply message containing m’s tra-

versed path and send it back to source node.
7. Else
8. For each node in a randomly selected set of

neighbors (except the sender)
9. Send gossip m to neighbor.
9. End for

10. End if
11. Else if (received message m is a gossip-reply message)
12. Forward the message m to next node in the path to

source node.
13. End if

non-sourcenodes. The CR algorithm has one input parameter
– the time-to-live for gossip message. Also, it should be noted
that since each non-sourcenode may forward a gossip to more
than one of its neighbors, a new random walk may start at a
non-sourcenode. Thus, in the CR algorithm, each sampling of
the peer-to-peer network is basically a set of random number
of random walks (not necessarily having same length) on the
network. The sampling is also similar to randomized rumor
spreading (seeKarp et al [11]), where agossip is introduced
and randomly spread in a network and then the number of
nodes, which know the gossip after a certain time interval, is
determined.

B. Example

Network size estimation usingCRalgorithm is ill ustrated on
the peer-to-peer network shown in Figure 2. For this network,
consider a case where node 2 wants to estimate the sizeof the
network. Suppose node 2 uses a gossip message with time-to-
live of 2.

Capture Step: The capture step is shown in subfigure 2(a).



(a) Capture step (b) Recapture step

Fig. 2. Illustration of Random-walk based Capture-Recapture algorithm on
a peer-to-peer network. (The number in parenthesis indicates the time-to-live
of gossip message.)

Node 2 sends the gossip message (Gm) to randomly selected
subset of itsneighbors. Supposethat thenode2 decidesto send
Gm to node 1 (selected at random). Node 2 creates Gm with
a time-to-live equal to 2 and adds itself to the traversed path
in Gm. It then sends Gm to node 1. Node 1, on receivingGm,
decrements time-to-live for Gm and adds itself to the traversed
path in Gm. Since node 1 has no new neighbors except node
2, it createsandsendsback a gossip-reply messageGr to node
2. Node 2 thus compiles the list of nodes detected in capture
step as -
List of nodes detected in capture step: {2, 1} (a)

Recapture Step: The recapture step is shown in subfigure
2(b). Assume, in this step, node2 selects to forward the gossip
message Gm to node 5. On receiving Gm, node 5 decrements
time-to-live for Gm, adds itself to the traversed path in Gm

and then forwards Gm to node 4 (selected at random). On
receiving Gm, node 4 decrements the time-to-live and adds
itself to the traversed path. Since time-to-live for Gm is zero,
node 4 does not forward Gm. Instead it creates a gossip-reply
message Gr and includes the traversed path from Gm in Gr.
It then sends Gm back to the source node (node 2) along the
path along which it received Gm. Node 2, on receiving Gr,
determines the list of nodes visited by Gm as –
List of nodes detected in recapture step: {2, 5, 4} (b)

Using eq.4, N is thus calculated to be, N = (3)∗(2)/(1) =
6 Note that the extra ones in eq.4 are implicitly added in the
CR algorithm by including the source node in both lists (a)
and (b). The results may vary depending onthe nodesdetected
in each sampling. We explore this variation in our simulations
in section V.

C. Time complexity and communication costs

The worst-case time complexity of each sampling (capture
or recapture step) in the above approach is now analyzed. In
our analysis, we assume that each hop requires same time.
(In real-world situations, the time for each hop may not be
constant. For such a case, one can instead use the maximum
time for any hop.) Let t be the time-to-live (measured in
number of hops) for a gossip message. Then, the gossip
message, starting from a sourcenode S, will t ravel a distance
of at most t hops from S. Thus, a node E which builds the
gossip-reply message is at a distance of at most t hops away
from S. The gossip reply message will require at most t hops
to return from node E to S. Thus, the total time required to

gather the list of nodes detected in a step is 2 ∗ t i.e., the time
complexity of each sampling is O(t).

Since the communication cost (network cost) is much more
than the computation cost, complexity analysis of the later is
not done. In the worst case where the time-to-live is greater
than the diameter of network topology and the probabiliti es
of a new random walk at non-source nodes are high, the
CR algorithm will most likely degenerate into a broadcast
algorithm. In such a case, a gossip message is sent to each
node. Thus, the worst case communication cost (number of
messages sent in network) of CR algorithm will be same as a
broadcast algorithm.

V. SIMULATION

To evaluate the performance of size estimation algorithms,
we simulate CR algorithm and three other size estimation
algorithms on a peer-to-peer network. The simulation results
are promising and experiments using real-world data will be
carried out in future work.

A. Simulation methodology

In order to evaluate the performance of CR algorithm,
we simulate the algorithm on a peer-to-peer network using
SimJava [12], a discrete event, process-oriented simulation
package in Java. For each simulation, a network topology
of the underlying network is generated. Here, each node
represents a single node (peer) in the network. Networks of
varying size, from 1000 nodes to 10,000 nodes are generated
and CR algorithm is simulated on these networks. The CR
algorithm has one parameter, viz., the time-to-live (measured
in number of hops) for the gossip message. The performance
of CR algorithm over a range of values for time-to-live is
evaluated.

To evaluate other network size estimation techniques, we
simulate following three algorithms proposed by Bawa et al.
[3] – (i) Birthday Paradox (BP), (ii ) Random Increasing Walk
(RIW), and (iii ) Randomized Report (RR). The performance
of these three algorithms on same networks is evaluated. For
CR algorithm, the number of trials (samplings) is constant i.e.
two. The BP algorithm has one additional parameter ǫ, where
(number of trials) = 1/(ǫ2). Using analogy between CR and
BP algorithms, we have (number of trials) = 2 = 1/(ǫ2).
Therefore, ǫ = 0.707. There are no input parameters for RIW
algorithm. For RR algorithm, weuse thevalues0.375and 0.75
for p in order to evaluate the effect of change in probabilit y
(that a node will reply) on the performanceof RR algorithm.

To measure the performance of various algorithms, an
estimate of size of peer-to-peer network is determined, given
actual size of the network. To remove any bias in results,
each simulation is repeated several times and the results
are presented as the averaged network size estimate and its
standard deviation. The performance of various algorithms is
evaluated based ontwo factors– (i) Range(which isanalogous
to time-to-live for CR algorithm), and (ii ) Source node.



(a) range = 3 (b) range = 4 (c) range = 5

Fig. 3. Effect of range on network size estimate of a 5000-node Waxman network.

(a) range = 3 (b) range = 4 (c) range = 5

Fig. 4. Effect of range on network size estimate of a 5000-node Barabási-Albert network.

B. Network topology

Recent studies of real-world networks (e.g. Medina et al
[13]) have shown a recurring discovery of a remarkable
common property among all the natural networks – the inter-
node connection distributions (i.e. the degree distributions)
decay with a power-law tail . Networks having this remarkable
property are called scale-free networks (see Barabási and
Albert [14]). In such a network, most nodes have very few
connections while a few nodes (hubs) have extremely large
number of connections. Adamic et al [15] cite two examples
of measurements – one of Gnutella network and the other
of a simulated Freenet network – which show that this holds
true even for peer-to-peer networks. In other words, peer-to-
peer networks have apower-law degreedistribution. Another
research of degree distribution in a peer-to-peer network by
Ripneau et al [16] showed that although Gnutella is not
a power-law network, its configuration shows the benefits
as well as drawbacks of a power-law structure. Hence, we
evaluate Barabási-Albert model (scale-free model) in our
simulations for peer-to-peer network.

Since this work can be applied to other distributed systems,
we also consider the most commonly used random graph in
such systemsfor simulations, namely, theWaxman model [17].
For a Waxman model, the topology generator discourages long
links by making the probabilit y of a link between two nodes
proportional to the Euclidean distancebetween them. This is a
fairly simple random graph used in most simulations. It should
be noted that the Waxman model emphasizes connection
locality. Newman [18] provides a nice survey of properties
of complex networks.

The size estimation algorithms are evaluated using two
network topologies, namely (i) Waxman router network, and
(ii ) Barabási-Albert model (scale-free model), generated us-

ing BRITE [19], a universal topology generator. The former
network is an example of random graph while the later is an
example of degree-based graph (see Tanguminarunkit et al.
[20] for classification of network topology generators). We
used following parameters for Barabási-Albert and Waxman
models – α = 0.15 and β = 0.2 with m ∈ {2, 5, 10, 15}.
More details about the parameters in BRITE are explained by
Medina et al [19]. In our simulations, we study the effect of
two parameters of network topologies on the size estimated
by each algorithm, namely – (i) Preferential connectivity and,
(ii ) Number of neighbors.

C. Simulation results I: Effect of algorithm’s parameters

1) Performance of CR algorithm: Table II shows pre-
liminary results of CR algorithm, each network having two
neighbors (m = 2) per new node. The time-to-live for the
gossip message is 10. The table shows that mean estimates
obtained using CR algorithm do not deviate by a large amount
for the different network sizes. In addition, it is observed that
the standard deviation for the 5000-node Waxman router is
256.47 while for the 5000-node Barabási-Albert (BA) router
network, it is 8.41. This shows that the accuracy of estimate
of CR algorithm varies for diferent network topologies.

TABLE II

RESULTS OF SIMULATION ON TWO DIFFERENT NETWORK TOPOLOGIES.

(EACH ROW IS AV ERAGED OVER 10 DIFFERENT RUNS)

Type of No. of Mean Std.

network nodes estimate deviation

Waxmam router 1000 995 4.86

network 5000 4676 256.47

BA router 1000 991 5.83

network 5000 4962 8.41



(a) Source node is 0 (b) Source node is 2499 (c) Source node is 4999

Fig. 5. Effect of source node on network size estimate of a 5000-node Waxman network.

(a) Source node is 0 (b) Source node is 2499 (c) Source node is 4999

Fig. 6. Effect of source node on network size estimate of a 5000-node Barabási-Albert network.

2) Effect of range: Figures 3 and 4 show the box-plots
for the effect of the range (time-to-live) on the network
size estimated using RR, RIW, CR and BP algorithms on
a 5000-node Waxman network and a 5000-node Barabási-
Albert network respectively. The box plots show the mean
estimate and the standard deviation for five runs of each
simulation. It is observed that the RIW algorithm performs
poorly for both network topologies. Therangehasa noticeable
effect on CR,RR and BP algorithms, with higher range values
giving better predictions. Both cases of RR algorithms give a
good estimate of the network size, with the one with higher
probabilit y p=0.75 giving lesser standard deviation. This is as
expected since for higher probabilit y, the RR algorithm tends
to become abroadcast (complete walk) of the network.

3) Effect of source node: Similar to the previous section,
figures 5 and 6 show the box-plots for the effect of source
node on network size estimated using RR, RIW, CR and BP
algorithmson a 5000-nodeWaxman network and a 5000-node
Barabási-Albert network respectively. The reason we study
this effect is because, in a preferentially-connected Waxman
networks (or Barabási-Albert network), it is necessary to
verify whether the algorithmsgive agoodestimate irrespective
of source node (i.e. location of node in the network). RIW
algorithm does not perform well for either of the network
models. Both CR and RR algorithms perform well i n all the
cases. BP algorithm shows a noticeable change in variance
(standard deviation) for different source nodes. However, the
mean estimate, which is useful in most practical cases, is
approximately close to the actual network size for Waxman
model.

4) Convergence of estimate: The main motive of this part
of simulations was to determine whether the estimated size
converges to the actual network size with range. For these

simulations, two BA router networks with 1,000 and 10,000
nodes respectively are used. Each simulation consists of esti-
mating the network size using CR algorithm for each network
over a range of values for time-to-live, until the estimate of the
network converges to a certain value. Subfigures 3(a) and 3(b)
show results for the two respective networks. It is observed
from subfigure 3(a) that the estimates improve as time-to-live
parameter increases. And for values of time-to-live greater
than 6, the estimation converges to the actual network size.
For subfigure 3(b), the estimate converges to actual network
size for values of time-to-live greater than 7. One possible
reason for these results is that small -world behavior is often
incorporated in scale-free(power law) networks in thenetwork
topology generator. This results in the simulated scale-free
network to have asmall diameter. Thus, CR algorithm may be
useful to determine approximately the diameter of a real-world
peer-to-peer network and further study is required.

D. Simulation results II: Effect of network properties

1) Effect of number of neighbors: BRITE uses a parameter
m, which is the number of neighbors per new node. This
parameter specifies the linkage among nodes in the network
and hencewestudy itseffect on the estimate. Thefigures8 and
9 show the box-plots for the effect of number of neighbors on
network size estimated using RR, RIW, CR and BP algorithms
on a 5000-node Waxman network and a 5000-node Barabási-
Albert network respectively. As seen, CR algorithm shows
slight variancefor m = 5 but it shows very low varianceor no
variancefor m = 10 or m = 15. The reason for this is that CR
algorithm basically usesarandom number of random walks for
each sampling. When m is small , the number of such random
walks is reduced and hencethe number of nodes detected in a
sampling ismuch low. However, asm increases, thenumber of



(a) 1,000-node Barabási-Albert network (b) 10,000-node Barabási-Albert network

Fig. 7. Effect of gossip message’s time-to-live on network size estimate.

(a) Number of neighbors = 5 (b) Number of neighbors = 10 (c) Number of neighbors = 15

Fig. 8. Effect of number of neighbors on network size estimate of a 5000-node Waxman network.

(a) Number of neighbors = 5 (b) Number of neighbors = 10 (c) Number of neighbors = 15

Fig. 9. Effect of number of neighbors on network size estimate of a 5000-node Barabási-Albert network.

random walks increases and hence it reduces the dependence
between samplings. Thus, it gives a better estimate.

2) Effect of preferential connectivity: The figures10 and 11
show the box-plots for the effect of preferential connectivity
on the network size estimated using RR, RIW, CR and BP
algorithms, for a 5000-node Waxman network and a 5000-
nodeBarabási-Albert network respectively. In caseof Waxman
network, preferential connectivity is based on the Euclidean
distancebetween the nodes, while in Barabási-Albert network,
it is based on the degree distribution of the nodes in the
network. TheBPalgorithm givesabetter estimate for Waxman
model than for Barabási-Albert model. The reason for this
is that BP algorithm assumes that the underlying network is
random, which holds in case of Waxman model but not for

Barabási-Albert model. In Barabási-Albert model, preferential
connectivity reduces the varianceof estimate for BP algorithm
but the mean still remains much farther away from the actual
value. Further simulations have shown that preferential con-
nectivity worsensthe estimateof BPalgorithm. RIW algorithm
performs poorly irrespective of preferential connectivity. The
RR and CR algorithms perform well i n both cases because
these algorithms are more dependent on the randomness (in
sampling or in response) of nodes rather than the underlying
link structure of network.

E. Simulation results III: Communication costs

It was previously noted that Capture Recapture and Ran-
domized Report give better size estimates than the other two



(a) Without preferential connectivity (b) With preferential connectivity

Fig. 10. Effect of preferential connectivity on network size estimate of a 5000-node Waxman network.

(a) Without preferential connectivity (b) With preferential connectivity

Fig. 11. Effect of preferential connectivity on network size estimate of a 5000-node Barabási-Albert network.

(a) Range = 3 (b) Range = 4 (c) Range = 5

Fig. 12. Communication costs for a 5000-node Waxman network.

(a) Range = 3 (b) Range = 4 (c) Range = 5

Fig. 13. Communication costs for a 5000-node Barabási-Albert network.

algorithms. But these algorithms should also be evaluated in
terms of the communication overheads associated with each
algorithm (i.e. number of messages sent in the network). Such
an evaluation is useful when applying these algorithms to
a similar network (e.g. wireless sensor network), in which
communication costs play a very important role. We had

observed that the accuracy of size estimate using Capture Re-
capture and Randomized Report improves as range increases.
However, the communication cost of these two algorithms
also increases significantly as range increases (see figure 12
and figure 13). On the other hand, thoughBirthday Paradox
gives lesser accurate size estimate than Capture Recapture and



Randomized Report, it has lesser average communicationcost.

VI . CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In thispaper, wepresent anovel way to addressan important
question in peer-to-peer networks – how can a node in a
peer-to-peer network estimate the size of network ? The
main statistical techniques – capture-recapture method and
random walk – used in this paper are explained and then a
random-walk based capture-recapture method is explained for
estimation of network size. Simulations using two network
models (Waxman and Barabási-albert model) are shown for
the proposed CR method as well as threeother network size
estimation techniques. Our paper also focuses on exploring
the effects of algorithmic parameters as well as key properties
of network models on performance (accuracy) of the four
different network size estimation techniques. Randomized-
Report approach performs as well as CR algorithm. Random
Increasing Walk does not fare well i n heavy tailed networks
and may not be useful for real world networks which are
known to have a heavy tailed distribution. We also observe
that communication costs for BP and RIW are less than that
of CR and RR. While the performance of RIW is observed
to be poor in heavy tailed networks, BP has a comparable
performanceto CR and RR. HenceBP is a more viable option
in applications which do not have stringent requirements for
a low margin of error. The communication overheads of CR
algorithm, though small , are present and it should be used
where higher accuracy for network size estimate is required.
It should be noted that though here we ill ustrate the proposed
approach for peer-to-peer networks, it can be used to estimate
size of distributed systems in general.

Our research has tested the different size estimation algo-
rithms only on closed populations. Nodes are continuously
joining and leaving a peer-to-peer network. This dynamic na-
ture of such networks necessitates the study of size estimation
methods using open populations techniques (e.g. Jolly-Seber
model [21]). A comparative evaluation of the performanceof
different size estimationalgorithmson open populationsisalso
required. We observethat CRalgorithm performswell i n terms
of accuracy. However, it has an overhead as it needsadditional
logic for random propagation. More specifically, it requires a
random forwarding of gossip by a node to its neighbors. This
is different from other algorithms which propagate the gossip
message to all their neighbors (i.e. broadcasting approach).
Thus efficient methods for implementation of randomnessfor
a CR algorithm need to be explored. Another field of research
is the study of application of these techniques to network
topologies of Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET).
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